MICHIGAN AND PENNSYLVANIA ARE RESTING IN THE SUBURBS

PHILADELPHIA, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1909.

Michigan and Coaches Arrive at Wayne, Pennsylvania, for Big Alumni Turnout.

Wayne, Pa., Nov. 11 (Special) — In excellent condition and with great team spirit, the Michigan squad arrived in Pennsylvania to-morrow, the twenty-five men of the Michigan squad arrived in Philadelphia at 3:20 P. M. They will spend the night at the Wayne Hotel — the old Cornell headquarters — until Saturday morning.

Owing to the fact that the Wolverines arrived several hours behind their schedule, they were unable to hold their short signal practice was held later in the evening, vertical demonstration of the state lines and especially notable in regard to the team's prospects for winning on Saturday. He said the players were in the best of spirits. "The men are all in good shape and we expect to come out winners," he said. The rumor he that would be only able the Michigan Alumni turn out in large numbers because of injuries, saying that he believes the team will be in the game from start to finish.

Coach Yost also seemed to feel that Michigan would be victorious, although he refused to make any prediction as to the score. The coach said: "We are in better shape than we have ever been in before in the Pennsylvania. As to the outcome, it is hard to tell, but we will do the best we can under the circumstances, that it will be a battle royal, and I shall hold my men will fight to the last.

Owing to the efforts of the University, the music of the State and the teams, three hundred jackets from the United States and Canada. The Michigan delegation wore banners of blue and Gold, and will be present to root in the Waterloo Park.

The sailors intend to pull off a special coach, which is present to be abroad in mystery. It was hinted, however, that it might be in the nature of pre-arranged a surprise for the Michigan team, which will in the future act as permanent team to take on the Wolverines.

The registration for the University is growing.

The musical stand wore its "Guardians of Pennsylvania." It was in the best of spirits. For two hours the University officials were shown preference in the distribution of their tickets, as the rumor that he would be only able the Michigan Alumni turn out in large numbers because of injuries, saying that he believes the team will be in the game from start to finish.

Coach Miller made the following statement concerning "Cheswell." It will be impossible for him to get into condition for the Michigan game, but it is probable that he will be sufficiently housed by Thanksgiving to allow him to enter the contest with Cornelius, he stated. The contest was decided by a mail ballot, and was won by the Michigan club.

The junior of the club, the President of Michigan, extends his hand to the students of the University, to hear such music as will be presented by their band, who will be in the best of spirits. For two hours the University officials were shown preference in the distribution of their tickets, as the rumor that he would be only able the Michigan Alumni turn out in large numbers because of injuries, saying that he believes the team will be in the game from start to finish.

Coach Miller is to be congratulated on Saturday's game, and expressed himself in the following way:

"The team has been well coached. It is a brush all ready. Last night's meal-meeting in free and with a lot of spirit, and the stirring down here will put us in proper condition. You can count on us to fight our hardest on Saturday."

REGISTRATION TOTAL GROWS.

Evening School Adds Record Enrollment of 473 to Registration Figures.

The registration at the University of Pennsylvania had another busy Monday when the Bureau reported that the total number of students studying in the University school had reached 473. This is by far the largest registration the Evening School has ever attained. The total registration at the University is now 2,255, as against 1,656, which was announced last week as the figures.

WEBER SPEAKS OF "CARMEN." Opera Notice.

The opera Weber is speaking of is the popular opera, which he is to perform at the Academy of Music in New York Oct. 23.

The opera Weber is speaking of is the popular opera, which he is to perform at the Academy of Music in New York Oct. 23.

Crew Notice.

All candidates for the position of head managers must send in their names to the Athletic Association office, November 17th. Only members of the Junior Class are eligible.

Many Coaches on Hand to Help Drill the Men—Ramsdell and Smith Are in Poor Shape.

Winfield Junction, Nov. 13 (Special).—New Jersey's brawny air has put new life into the squad of the University of Pennsylvania. Blue footbally who arrived here early this afternoon in charge of Head Coach "Andy" Smith and Captain Hill. All afternoon the squad of over fifty men went through light practice and signal drills, the coach laying special stress on the stopping of Michigan's offense and the perfecting of Michigan's new plays.

The team reached here about three o'clock and immediately set to work on the field. For two hours the teams worked with individualists and followed this up with a long signal practice.

Francis Bevensen, the former All-American, took charge of the Chorus and Captain Hill. M. Applegate, the associate, gave the team a short talk this morning at 11 o'clock.

After the practice they were taken through the fields of the Michigan Club. The news of the club was for the students of the University, to hear such music as will be presented by their band, who will be in the best of spirits. For two hours the University officials were shown preference in the distribution of their tickets, as the rumor that he would be only able the Michigan Alumni turn out in large numbers because of injuries, saying that he believes the team will be in the game from start to finish.

The registration for the University is growing.

The musical stand wore its "Guardians of Pennsylvania." It was in the best of spirits. For two hours the University officials were shown preference in the distribution of their tickets, as the rumor that he would be only able the Michigan Alumni turn out in large numbers because of injuries, saying that he believes the team will be in the game from start to finish.
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Are you going to the games?
You will be seen there by people who appreciate well groomed men. If your face and hair have received
Pennsylvania Barber Shop Service
You can lift your hat with the KNOWLEDGE that you look your best. See us about it.
Hair cutting. 20 cents. Mastering. Shaving. 10 cents.
3643 Woodland Ave.
Al. Barrosse, Manager.
You can pay the price of
FOWNES
GLOVES
and not get Fownes style.
Fowes is known even to the uninitiated for the remarkable timelessness of its light and differing music. A representation of Spanish love and hate and wildness, it embodies all the qualities of the Spanish people. Hosten was a follower of the Wagnerian School, believing that opera should be the musical expression of an emotional story, and that music and liltteno should be made to suit each other.

"YE OLDE TYME LUNCH SHOP"
3323-25 Woodland Ave.
Home Groaking.

University Text-Books
BOTH NEW AND SECOND-HAND. FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS
TO BE HAD AT
McVeY's Book-Store
1229 Arch Street

THE COMMONWEALTH TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMPANY
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $1,100,000
1211 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WEAR
WEISS HATS
15th above Chestnut St.
DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS

OPERA RECITAL DRAWS THrong.

(Continued from First Page.)

The first selection rendered upon the photograph was the "Habanera," from the first act sung by Mme. Calve, regarded as the greatest of all Carmen. Her recent appearance at Philadelphia with the Metropolitan Opera forces was enthusiastically received. The "Habanera"—a fascinating love song in which Carmen attempts to win the love of Don Jose—with its light and vivacious music, was followed a little later by the beautiful "Toreador Song," the most popular of all the Carmen melodies. It is the bold, varying expression of Ernesto's pride. The record used was one sung by Buffa, a foreign singer never heard in America. Among the numbers which followed on the photograph was a duet between Don Jose and Micaela, from Act I; the Flower Song, from Act II; sung by Bonet; the duet between Escamillo and Don Jose, from Act III, and the finale between Don Jose and Carmen. This last is the great climax of the opera, the death scene of Carmen, and made a great impression. Later, on the piano, was illustrated the resemblance between the themes of this scene and of the opening one, which, while similar in notes, are yet entirely different in meaning. "The Chorus of Street Boys," from the first act, a scene usually omitted in staging the production, was also played by the pianist.

The selections rendered on the organ and violin were the Prelude and the "Suite of Carmen," Act II, while the intermezzo, Act III-IV, was given as an organ solo.

Next Thursday the second recital will be held.

SENIOR MEDICAL STANDING.

List of the First Twenty-five in Scholarship Announced.

The following list is made up of the first twenty-five members of the fourth-year class in medicine.

From this list of men the interns of the University Hospital for the coming year are selected:


Philadelphia Meeting.
Alshaps, politics and the North Pole will appear in the program of the Philadelphia Society. M. H. Divety will discuss "The Progress of Aviation," and P. B. Schubin will speak on "The Coal-People's Discovery." The customary debate will be on the further limitation of the powers of the Speaker of the Federal House of Representatives.

Empire State Club Banquet.
About fifty, all the members, attended the first regular meeting and smoker of the Empire State Club, held last evening in Houston Hall. Dr. Smith entertained the New York boys with an entirely new picture talk, in which he displayed the portraits of famous sons of Pennsylvania. The picture talk was followed by a business meeting and refreshments.

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
THE PENNSYLVANIAN
IS $2.50 a year

THE PENNSYLVANIAN.

FATIMA TURKISH BLEND CIGARETTES

$20 for 15 cts.

Football game. Tie score. Goal kicked from the field. You see your college colors waving wildly about the stand. Makes the heart jump.

Then you settle back in your seat and enjoy a Fatima Cigarette. The mild fragrance and flavor just fill the bill. The delicious blend of Turkish tobacco makes you glad you're living.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

A. B. MATTHEWS & CO.

Men's Tailors
S. W. CORNER ELEVENTH AND SANSON ST.
PHILADELPHIA

Announce the Arrival of Fall and Winter Woolens
From Special Designs Carefully
Selected by Mr. Matthews while
in Europe the Season

Our stock is the largest in Philadelphia.
Come and see our made up models

K. B. K. PATENT PIPE CO.
J. K. STONE, 33 TOWER.

“THAT NEW SUIT”

Should be made here, because we have the biggest stock in the city and make Stylish Clothes at moderate prices.

The "Penn" boys have treated us well and we do our best for them. The lad this season is a rough light gray cheviot for a suit suit. We make more overcoats than ever and this season have over 300 styles.

Suits, $25.00 to $50.00. Overcoats, $35.00 to $50.00. Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits, $35.00 to $50.00.

PYLE, INNES & BARBERI
COLLEGE TAILORS
1115 WALNUT STREET

Nicotine, Tar and Saliva absorbed by removing wads in bowl of heet. No parts to get out of order. Complete, with 16 made by mail, postage prepaid. First quality French Briar, Curved Stem, $1.50. Straight, $1.00.
DEAN KIRK ON "FRATERNALISM"

"Universal Brotherhood Should Dominate Fraternities," Says Chapel Leader.

Chapel’s idea of brotherhood and fraternization was considered by Dean Kirk yesterday morning at Chapel as another phase of the remarkable character of the institution.

"Fraternities are a good thing in the University," said the speaker. "The fact of fraternalism is manifested by an obligation. Members of fraternities are bound to treat each other as brothers, and for that reason they can be trusted. But this is a fraternalism of selfishness, not of fraternity.

The true fraternalism, that which Chapel has illustrated through this life, is nothing more than universal brotherhood of man. If the college fraternity does not enlarge the conception of this fact in the members, if it does not develop in them the feeling of fraternality as a principle, then it has failed, for in that case all good it can do.

Attendances continued to hold its own. One hundred and seven men occupied the benches. All past records are expected to sink into obscurity today, as special features have been arranged for morning’s exercises, and, as this is the last opportunity for the men to hear Dean Kirk, who has been conferring Chapel so ably the past week.

NOTICES

There will be a meeting of the Junior Tea Committee in 201, College Hall, at 1 P.M.

There will be an important meeting of the Junior Theatre Committee today at 1 o’clock, in Room 203, College Hall.

Copy for November issue of the Penn Club to be due Monday, November 15. J. J. Showalter, Editor-in-Chief.

Meeting of Printing Committee of Junior Theatre Committee will be held at 9:30 o’clock, this evening, in the Engineering Building.

Band rehearsal will be held at 7:30 tonight in the Law School building, Men required to be in uniform.

Band plays Saturday.

A meeting of the Mechanical Engineering Society will be held at 8:30 tonight. All friends are invited.

Punch Hour is due Monday, November 12, at 4 o’clock, in Room 200, College Hall. Industrial Society members are especially invited.

The Junior Week Committee will hold its regular meeting in B.O.B., College Hall, at 1 P.M., Thursday, November 12. Students are especially invited to attend.

The Junior Tea Committee is accepting reservations at this time. Reservations are invited from those who wish to attend.

Band practice will be held at 5 o’clock, today, in the Engineering Building.

Meditation Society meeting at 8:30 tonight in Room 200, College Hall.
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